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Yeson Voice Center
Korea’s First Voice Care and Phonoplasty Center

Yeson Voice Center is South Korea’s first and largest institution providing specialized
cares and surgeries for voice. Yeson Voice Center is a systematic and professional voice
care and phonoplasty center for people who use their voice for professional purposes
(vocalists, singers, voice actors, announcers, actors, etc) and for people who are physically challenged by their voice.
Yeson offers the utmost quality in equipments and treatment techniques to help patients regain their clear voice. It has also adopted a program for voice art and voice
care from the Jefferson Arts-Medicine Center of Thomas Jefferson University.

Operating Hours

Monday – Friday/09:00 am – 06:30 pm

Contact no. 			

+82-2-3444-0559

Consultation via

english@yesonvc.com

Website		 		

www.yesonvc.net

Location		 		

Ssang-Bong Building 2nd floor, 874 Eonju-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea
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World-Renowned Voice Feminization Surgery:
Vocal Folds Shortening and Advancement
of Anterior Commissure (VFSAAC)

Risk
(Side-Effect)
Free

Incision
Free

Strengths
Natural and
Permanent Pitch
Increase

High
Satisfaction
Rate

Comparative Table
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Thyroid Cartilage and
Vocal Fold Reduction

Operation

VFSAAC (YESON)

Cricothyroidopexy

Principle of making
high pitch

Shortening of
vocal fold

Tension of vocal fold

Removal of partial vocal
fold and larynx

Surgical procedure

Suture of vocal
folds membrane

Pulling the thyroid and
cricoids cartilage,
and fix them

Removal of thyroid cartilage
and vocal fold

Skin incision

No

Yes

Yes

Hemorrhage

No

Yes

Yes

Anesthesia

General

General

General

Voice quality

Natural voice

Falsetto

-

Singing

Possible in female
voice range

Impossible

High Falsetto

Complications

None

Inflammation,
Unstable increase of pitch

Limited

Misc.

Pitch range
is controllable

Frequent re-operation

Inflammation, Granuloma,
Excessive changes of voice
color, Unnatural voice
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Pitch-Increasing Progression During
The Period of Adaptation

Voice Feminization Surgery Post-Op Voice Management and Voice Progression
<The result might not progress as exactly as shown in this graph>

Fo
Female fo

Case 2

Case 1

Gender neutral

Voice
Progression

Male fo

The day
of operation

7 days

2 months
4 months
3 months
1 month

1~2
words

Voice Use
Voice
rest

1 year

General
Conversation
Short conversation

Vocal Function Exercise to be started
2 months following VFS surqery

Treatment

Botox Iniection Effect
lasts for 3~4 months
Start taking Botox Medication
Please start taking the pill given when you
have symptoms like foreign body
sensation on throat, neck pain, hoarseness,
low pitch, cracking sound and so forth
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PROVEN EFFECTIVENESS

OF

VFSAAC

SURGERY TECHNIQUE

▼(Left to right)
Dr. Chabolle (France), Dr. Kim (South Korea), Dr. Gross (Germany), Dr. Thomas (USA) and Dr. Remacle (Belgium)
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Yeson Voice Center threw a pitch in the 20th World Congress of the International Federation of Otorhinolaryngological Societies (IFOS) held at Coex Convention Center in
Seoul, Korea on June 5th, 2013. This World Congress is one of the biggest event in the
field of Otorhinolaryngology gathering its members that count up to 50,000 from 125
different countries.
Remarkably at this forum, Yeson Voice Center was introduced as a representative ENT
center in Asia and granted with an opportunity to introduce its research findings on
Vocal Folds Shortening and Advancement of Anterior Commissure (VFSAAC). This new
surgery technique was highly praised by other professionals gathered from U.S.A., German, France and so forth in this forum in terms of its safety and effectiveness of the
surgery method which cannot be compared with previous type of voice surgeries.
VFSAAC surgery technique firstly was introduced by Dr. Hyung-Tae Kim, the director of
Yeson Voice Center, when he devoted himself as a professor at Catholic Medical University in Korea. This procedure was initially devised as a way to combat the voicedeepening side effects of treating anemic female patients but now it is increasingly
sought after by transsexuals who wants to feminize their voice.
What is unique about this voice surgery is that unlike previous voice surgeries, skin incision is not required but performed with the aid of endoscopic tool to modify the size,
length and thickness of male’s vocal folds into those of female shape making it possible to gain natural pitch increase with less damage on the vocal folds tissue and larynx.
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The Most Frequently-Asked
VFSRAC Q&A

Are there any side effects from having VFSRAC surgery at Yeson?
VFSRAC surgery we perform is a non-invasive surgery that there are no known side effects like voice loss
or unnatural sounding pitch after the surgery. There could be minor side effects like small bleeding, tong
swells, and etc after your surgery though these effects are all temporary.

Is Yeson’s VFSRAC surgery technique being widely practiced by
other doctors?
Some doctors claim they can practice the same technique of Yeson but VFSRAC surgery technique
was invented and is being practiced solely by Dr. Kim at Yeson. The way of dissecting the vocal folds
membrane and suturing the vocal folds muscles all manually are the keys to drawing the outstanding
outcome.

Is it possible to have another surgery after VFSRAC surgery?
Post-operatively your vocal folds will turn into the exact shape of female vocal folds that you should
notify the surgeon that they should use a tube size intended for female patients which is usually less than
#5.5. We recommend you should check this first before making an appointment.

Is the surgery outcome affected if I had a Thyroid cartilage reductiond one?
A large dissection on your thyroid cartilage may induce the damage on your anchoring portion of your
vocal folds muscles. In this case, the surgical outcome could be limited due to the main side effect like
decrease in your pitch. Given that VFSRAC surgery can increase your pitch around 74 hz in average, if
your pitch dropped below 126 hz then even after VFSRAC procedure, there’re possibilities that your voice
wouldn’t get fully feminized. You should carefully choose the surgeon who can preserve all muscles
related to the voice. The recommended place for this procedure is Facial Team who clearly understand
the whole procedure of our surgery so they carefully perform the surgery minimizing the risk.

Is there any age restriction?
In case of patients over 50 years old, the surgery outcome cannot be guaranteed due to the aging
process which might affect your pitch-increasing process. Post-operatively, retraining of your phonatory
pattern plays a vital role drawing the best outcome though in case of older patients it is considerably
more difficult to modify their phonatory habit which has long been in practice.
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Is singing possible after VFSRAC surgery?
You can start singing 3~6 months after following your VFSRAC surgery according to the voice range that
will be gradually shifted upward by time. If you plan on making a career out of singing then you may
need lots of singing practice though it cannot be guaranteed that you could sing female songs as the
core objective of VFSRAC surgery is to have your pitch feminized.

Is the result guaranteed?
The expected outcome of VFSRAC surgery is to draw about 74 hz increase in your vocal fundamental
frequency. To reach this number, you should retrain your phonatory pattern by daily practicing vocal
function exercises from 2 months after following your surgery for nearly an year. Our data shows about
92% successful rate as of 2016.

Is having the voice therapy recommended before the operation?
Since the voice practice plays a vital role post-operatively we believe doing voice exercises focused on
training female resonance without straining your vocal chords will help you adapt faster after VFSRAC
surgery. Apart from this you can practice abdominal breathing technique and lip trills first to get started
with vocal exercises we teach you here.

Why is having the botox treatment necessary if one is diagnosed with vocal
tremors?
Vocal tremors induce strains in your larynx and vocal folds and this may disturb you while retraining
your phonatory pattern. To prevent the use of excessive muscles when training your resonance, blocking
vocal tremors could be one of vital steps for make your adaptation period most successful.

Is the surgery reversible?
VFSRAC surgery is reversible, however, the voice quality will end up sounding worse than before due to
hoarseness added in your voice from scarring that could be induced as an end-result. In that, we do not
recommend this procedure if one day you’re planning to make this reversible.
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The Largest Diagnostic Facilities of Voice Evaluation
for Generating the Best Outcome of Laryngeal Surgeries

1. Psychoacoustic Evaluation
• GRABS Scale
• Consensus Auditory-Perceptual
Evaluation of Voice (CAPE-V)

• Voice Handicap Index

2. Phonatory Aerodynamic Study
• Maximum Phonation Time
• Phonatory Flow Rate
• Sound Pressure Level
• Fundamental Frequency

• Vital Capacity
• Subglottic Pressure
• Glottal Resistance
• Glottal Efficiency

3. Speech and Voice Acoustic Study
• Analysis-Synthesis Laboratory (ASL)
• Auditory Feedback Tools
• Motor Speech Profile
• Multi-Dimensional Voice Program
• Phonetic & Perception Simulation
Programs
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• Real-Time EGG Analysis
• Real-Time Pitch
• Real-Time Spectrogram
• Respiration, Phonation and Prosody
Simulation
• Sona-Match

4. Voice Range Profile Program

5. Vocal Fold Vibratory Study
• Digital Laryngeal Stroboscopy
• Electroglottography

6. High-Speed Video System

7. Nasometer II

8. Screening Speech Language Evaluation

9. Phonatory Pattern Screening Test
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For Overseas Patients Visiting YVC from 50 Different
Countries Translation/Interpretation Services are
Available in 6 Languages: English, Spanish, Thai,
Chinese, Japanese and Russian

YVC has the most reviews from patients among existing hospitals performing
voice surgeries which proves its excellence and reliability of the outstanding
surgery technique and permanent outcome.
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Countries of Overseas Patients Who’ve
Had a VFSAAC Surgery at YVC

Asia
Japan

China

Mongolia

Taiwan

Thailand

Singapore

Philippines

Indonesia

Cambodia

India

Iran

Pakistan

Hong Kong

Kazakhstan

Uzbekistan

Malaysia

Yemen

Israel

Oceania

North
America
USA

Canada

Mexico

Argentina

Chile

Brazil

Columbia

U.K

Russia

France

Belgium

Ukraine

Moldova

Netherlands

Germany

Slovenia

Norway

Italy

Spain

Czech

Switzerland

Australia

South
America

Europe

Middle
East

Africa
Turkey

South Africa
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Reservation System
E-mail the
consultant via

english@yesonvc.com

Send your voice file &
pre-op checklist form
to check your surgical
eligibility

Check the schedule
availability to arrange
an appointment

Book the flight and
hotel according
to your confirmed
schedule

Staying Period (Generally 9~10 days)
Day 1: Consultation and Examination
Day 2: Operation
Day 9: Follow-up and vocal function exercise program

Recovery Period following VFS surgery
For the first 7 days: Absolute Voice Rest is required
For the next 3 weeks: Speaking is allowed but less than 2 words per day
1 month following your VFS surgery, having a general conversation is acceptable but
abusing your voice (singing, shouting, having a long conversation, etc) must be avoided.
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VFSAAC Surgery Package Fee:
USD 7380

Package Inclusion
• Consultation
• Comprehensive Voice Analysis Examination
• Basic pre-op examinations (X-ray, blood tests, EKG)
• Operation
• Anesthesia
• Day’s stay in a private single room
• Lunch after the operation
• Standard Medication before discharge
• Follow-up process
• Post-op prescribed medications
• Post-op care: consultation, voice therapy, and examination
• 2nd follow-up within 1 year from the day of first visit
(However, extra charge for the additional treatment will occur)

Additional service
• Airport pick-up service is available from Monday
to Friday between 10:00 am – 05:00 pm.
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Yeson Voice Center
Location Information

BY SUBWAY
*From Apgujeong Station (Orange line) Exit #2
Turn left and take the right pathWalk 10~15 minutes (passing Baskin RobbinsParis Baguette
Hana Bank)Cross the street at the intersectionFind Yeson Voice Center
(1st floor Woori Bank/2nd floor Yeson) with Hyundai Oilbank on the left (T: 02-3444-0559)

*From Apgujeong Rodeo Station (Yellow line) Exit #6
Go straight about 500 m until you see Seongsu bridge intersection then turn left and find
Yeson Voice Center on the 2nd floor with Hyundai Oilbank on its left side.

BY TAXI
서울특별시 강남구 언주로 874, 2층 신사동 쌍봉빌딩 (구주소 : 신사동 638-13) 예송이비인후과
길 안내 : 성수대교 남단 사거리 호산병원 맞은편 현대오일뱅크 옆
자세한 위치 문의 : 02-3444-0559

Please take this person to the address provided above.
이 분을 위에 주소로 모셔다 주세요.
Dongho G. Bridge

Seongsu G. Bridge

Apgujeong
M. School

Hyundai Dept.

Hanyang
Police
District
Hyundai
Oil Bank

Galeria
Dept.

Galeria
Dept.
S.Part

H&M

Hosan
Hospital
Apgujeong
Station Exit
no.2

Yeson Voice Center

Yeson Voice Center
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DEPARTURE
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Travel Preparation

Power
In Korea, we use 220v so please prepare the adapter in advance.

Payment system in Korea
• You can either pay in won or by credit card.
• Please make sure you contact your bank and make your credit card
open to use in Korea.
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Pre-Op Instructions (Part 1)

Before scheduling
• Patients with cold symptoms, AIDS, HIV positive, renal failure, high liver
level, liver cirrhosis, neck disc, jaw disorder, severe laryngeal disease and
spasmodic dysphonia may not be eligible for VFSRAC surgery.

• If you have trouble opening your mouth wide enough to fit full 3 fingers
vertically then VFS surgery cannot be performed so please check this
before you come especially if you had a jaw surgery.

• Please stop taking your aspirin, anticoagulants and all hormone
products including Injection/pills/patches/gel at least 14 days prior
to the surgery.

• Please avoid smoking and drinking alcohol 4 weeks prior to the surgery.

• If you had or are going to have other operations under general anesthesia,
you should wait at least 2 months to be able to receive VFS surgery.
For further surgeries following VFS surgery, you should inform the doctor
that he/she should use a tube size of #5.5. or smaller for the general
anesthesia procedure.
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Pre-Op Instructions (Part 2)

On the day of your consultation and examination
• Please do not drink or eat anything from 4 hours prior to your appointment.
• Please remove all your accessories and nail polishes on both of your toes and
fingers including the transparent nail polishes.
• Please bring your passport.
• Full payment is required, otherwise the surgery schedule might be canceled.

The day before your operation
• Please finish your dinner before 08:00pm and stop drinking water
from the midnight (12:00am).
• If you have a high body temperature then the surgery schedule must be
rescheduled so please avoid having flu.

On the day of your operation
• Please remove all your accessories and finger/toe nail polishes completely.
• Please empty your stomach (don’t take any medication nor drink water).
• Please do not wear any make-up and contact lenses.
• Do not bring too valuable items with you (we do not take responsibility
of any of the lost/damaged items).
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Post-Op Instructions

1) For the prevention of complication and safe recovery, please have an absolute
voice rest for 7 days. We recommend 1 month silence period following your
surgery.
2) 1 month after your VFS surgery, you can start having a general conversation but
please do not whisper, shout, or have too much conversation for another 1 month.
3) Singing is allowed 2~6 months after the operation but firstly adapt to using your
new vocal folds and softly sing little by little. Singing lessons may be required to
professionally sing.
4) Avoid all types of caffeinated drinks/products such as chocolate, coffee, tea and
soft drinks for 2 months because they may dehydrate your surgical site.
Also, please avoid having too strong-flavored food for 1 month because you can
accidentally cough or get dehydrated.
5) You must quit smoking and drinking alcohol for at least 3 months because any
congestion or damage on the surgical area may occur.
6) Please avoid doing all types of exercises including yoga, swimming, playing golf,
tennis, rock climbing, lifting heavy items and etc for at least 3 weeks following
VFS surgery because you can easily strain your neck muscles or accidentally
use your voice.
7) With cold symptoms you may get to use the lower range of your pitch so please
get rid of flu as soon as you can having proper treatment.
8) When you have phlegm, please avoid clearing your throat but rather swallow or
drink water. When coughing or sneezing, please open your mouth wide and try to
escape the air avoiding as much sound as possible. When you have a runny nose,
please swipe off or blow your nose very softly.
9) You have to drink lots of water about 8 cups a day.
10) Before taking any further medication, please consult your doctor.
11) Please start doing the vocal function exercises from 2 months after following 		
your VFSRAC surgery and send your voice file every 3 months for us to
check your voice progression.
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Payment Options at Yeson

Wire-transfer prior to your arrival
(recommended)
• You can wire-transfer the surgery fee 2~3 weeks in
advance. Around USD 40.00
• commission fee should be covered when you
wire-transferthe money.

Paying in cash upon your arrival
You can pay in USD
Please check the maximum amount you can carry
at the airport.

Paying by credit card (Visa, Master
Card, American Express, etc)
upon your arrival
We are converting the fixed surgery fee in USD into
KRW applying the day’s exchange rate so it might
be charged more than the surgery fee with the
commission fee charged from your bank.

<Notice>
- You can mix these payment options.
- Full payment should be made at least by the day before your operation.
If not, your surgery schedule may be delayed or canceled.
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Pre-Op Voice Exercises

• To ease the adaptation process and generate an expected outcome after your
operation, we recommend you should practice pre-op exercises 4~5 times a day
on a daily basis before you have VFSRAC surgery.
• Please follow the link below and refer to the pre-op voice exercise video
http://www.yesonvc.net/bbs/board.php?bo_table=movie&wr_
id=464&sca=Voice+therapy+videos
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Post-Op Voice Exercises

Please practice the vocal function exercise from 2 months after
following the day of VFSRAC surgery.

Part 1
http://www.yesonvc.net/bbs/board.php?bo_table=movie&wr_
id=464&sca=Voice+therapy+videos

Part 2
http://www.yesonvc.net/bbs/board.php?bo_table=movie&wr_
id=467&sca=Voice+therapy+videos

Voice Rehabilitation Exercise
http://www.yesonvc.net/bbs/board.php?bo_table=movie&wr_
id=465&sca=Voice+therapy+videos
23
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Mobile Phone Rental

• Mobile phones can be rented from major telecom companies such as
LG, SK, and KT in the arrival lobby at Incheon/Gimpo International Airports.
• To rent a phone, you need your passport and credit card or pay deposit of
around USD $ 300~500.
• Each carrier charges approximately 3,000 won/day in addition to the
100 won/10 seconds charge for outgoing calls. Incoming calls do not
incur any charges for the recipient. Mobile data charges can vary, but are
usually around 5,000~7,000 won per day.
• Your rental phone must be returned to the same counter from which it
was rented.

Wifi Rental
Incheon Int'l Airport: 1st floor, Arrivals Lobby (open 24 hours)
Gimpo Int'l Airport: International Terminal, 1st floor, Arrivals Lobby (07:00–23:00)
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How to Get to
Yeson Voice Center from the Airport (ICN) 1

The airport transportation service is first come first served base from
Mon-Fri between10:00am-05:00pm at the airport.

Limousine Bus (Recommended)
Take the bus #6006
- Bus fare: Around 12,000~15,000 KRW (USD$10~15)
- Payment method: You can pay in KRW in the bus or pay by credit card at the ticket box
- Duration: 1~1.5 hour
- Destination: “Apgujeong Hyundai Apartment” bus stop (you should walk about
500m in the course direction of the bus to get to Yeson Voice Center)

Taxi
- Yeson Address in Korean: 서울시 강남구 신사동 언주로 874, 2층 예송이비인후과
- Please show the address provided above to the taxi driver.
- Taxi fare: Around USD $ 100
- Duration: 1 hour to our center
- Note: Black taxis charge the double fare that we recommend you should travel
by orange, white or silver-colored taxis. To go to your hotel, please hand in your
hotel address in KOREAN ONLY.
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How to Get to
Yeson Voice Center from the Airport (ICN) 2

Metro
- Take the subway at the Incheon Int’l Airport Station, then transfer at the
“Gimpo Airport (line #9)” to go to Express Bus Terminal, where you need to
transfer to line #3, and go
- Subway fare: Around 5,000 KRW (USD $ 4~5)
- Duration: 1.5~2 hours
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Consultation and Examination Process
(Duration: 3~4 hours)

Do not eat/drink
anything from
2 hours before your
consultation.

Submit your
passport and fill out
registration forms

Have 1st consultation
with Dr. Kim
(Fiberlaryngoscopy)

Have pre-op tests
(blood test, ECG & X-ray).

Full payment is
required.

Comprehensive Voice
Examination will be
made to analyze
your voice.

Snacks will be served
with water or juice.

Have 2nd consultation
with Dr. Kim
and decide the
treatment plan.

Pre-op instructions
will be given for your
operation the next day.

Important instructions to follow before your operation
1. Please remove all of your finger/toe nail polishes, accessories and contact lenses.
2. Make-up is not allowed.
3. Please stop eating after 08:00pm and drinking water from the midnight.
29
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Operation Process (08:00am~ 05:00pm)

Get changed
(Please remove
your bra,
accessories,
dentures, etc)

Antibiotic
Response Test/
Pre-op injections
will be given

IV connected
(Saline water)

Water and ice cream
are served 2 hours
after the operation

Operation starts
(Duration: 1~1.5 hour)

Sign the operation/
anesthesia consent
form with doctors

Soup is served
4 hours after
the operation.
(either of the beef,
vegetable or
mushroom soup)

Post-op follow-up
with Dr. Kim

Post-op
instructions and
medications are
explained
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Admission Guide

F&B after your surgery
2 hours after the surgery water and ice-cream will be served.

You can have your soup 4 hours after
the surgery and you have 5 options as follows:
Beef Soup
Vegetable Soup
Mushroom Soup
Pumpkin Soup (for Vegan)
Rice porridge (for Vegan)

Please press the bell anytime you need assistance
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Follow-up process (Duration: 1.5~2 hours)

Follow-up consultation with Dr. Kim (fiberlaryngoscopy)

Botox treatment (if required) by Dr. Kim

Vocal function exercise session with a speech language pathologist

All your medical record and data will be provided

Post-op medications are given

32 A Better Life with a Newer Voice
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Botox Treatment Process

Botox Treatment Process
Based on the result of EMG test, Botox is injected to block vocal tremors.
This whole process takes about 2~3 minutes.

EMG Test
It shows electrical activity of muscles.

* The original ALLERGAN USA is used at Yeson Voice Center.
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Recommended
Apps to Download for Your Trip

Please make the full use of restaurant & tour apps
for your journey in Seoul

Mango Plate (Restaurant app)
Mango Plate is South Korea’s #1 restaurant
recommendation app. Whether you’re looking for a place to eat
in Itaewon with friends or need a quick bite nearby,
Mango Plate will help you find the right place to eat.
Never go hungry with Mango Plate!

Metro (subway apps)
There are various metro apps you can download.
Use the key words below. [Seoul Metro/Jihachul/Korea Subway]
⁎Please buy T-money card from the information center at the
station or from the convenient store. You can top up the money
easily from the convenient store or at the station from the
vending machine.

Visit Korea (Tour app)
It is a smart phone app created by the Korea Tourism
Organization and provides users with useful and timely travel
and tourism info about Korea. VisitKorea is equipped with new
functions, a more user-friendly interface, and much more useful
information. This newly designed app makes traveling Korea
more convenient and offers you the opportunity to experience
Korea more in-depth!
35
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4 Star Hotels

Hotel Prima Seoul (From the hotel, Yeson Voice Center is 1 km away)
536 Dosan-daero, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
Nearby Subway Station: Cheongdam (Line 7)
Price: Double Room KRW 105,000~

Seoul Riviera Hotel (From the hotel, Yeson Voice Center is 1 km away)
737 Yeongdong-daero, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
Nearby Subway Station: Cheongdam (Line 7)
Price: Double Room KRW 125,000~

Imperial Palace Seoul (From the hotel, Yeson Voice Center is 1.7 km away)
640 Eonju-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
Nearby Subway Stations: Hak-dong (Line 7), Gangnam-gu Office (Line 7, Yellow Line)
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3 Star Hotels

Princess Hotel (From the hotel, Yeson Voice Center is 0.1 km away)
17 Apgujeong-ro 46-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
Nearby Subway Stations: Apgujeong (Line 3), Apgujeong Rodeo (Yellow Line)
Price: Double Room KRW 70,000~

Sunshine Hotel (From the hotel, Yeson Voice Center is 0.7 km away)
205 Dosan-daero, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
Nearby Subway Stations: Sinsa (Line 3), Apgujeong (Line 3)
Price: Double Room KRW 100,000~

Gangnam Family Hotel (From the hotel, Yeson Voice Center is 3 km away)
143 Bongeunsa-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
Nearby Subway Stations: Eonju (Line 9), Sinnonhyeon (Line 9)
Price: Double Room KRW 90,000~
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Guest House

Kimchee Gangnam Guesthouse (From the hotel, Yeson Voice Center is 1.1 km away)
112-5 Nonhyeon-Dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
Nearby Subway Stations: Gangnam-gu Office (Line 7, Yellow Line)
Price: Single Room KRW 35,000~

Hansol Hostel (From the hotel, Yeson Voice Center is 1.2 km away)
3 & 4F 80-24 Nonhyeon-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
Nearby Subway Station: Hak-dong (Line 7)
Price: Single Room KRW 45,000~

Stay Gangnam (From the hotel, Yeson Voice Center is 1.6 km away)
8 Gangnam-daero 105-gil, Seocho-gu, Seoul
Nearby Subway Station: Sinsa (Line 3)
Price: Double Room KRW 90,000~
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F&B Near Yeson 1

Sattbar 사뜨바 (for vegans)
Closest subway station: Apgujeong Rodeo Station (Yellow Line) Exit 5 (분당선 압구정로데오역 5번출구)
655-5 Sinsa-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul (서울시 강남구 신사동 655-5)

Sattbar

BrownTonkatsu 브라운돈까스
Main menu: Fried beef served with rice, soup and salad
616-4 Sinsa-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul (서울시 강남구 신사동 616-4)

BrownTonkatsu
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F&B Near Yeson 2

Little Saigon 리틀사이공 (Vietnamese restaurant)
640-1 Sinsa-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul (서울시 강남구 신사동 640-1)

Little Saigon

Starbucks 스타벅스
639-7 Sinsa-dong, Gangnam-gu ,Seoul (서울시 강남구 신사동 639-7)

Starbucks
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F&B Near Yeson 3

Hyundai Department Store 현대백화점
Hyundai Department B1 Food Court
429 Apgujeong –dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul (서울시 강남구 압구정동 429)

Hyundai
Department Store

CUCINA Galleria Department West CUCINA 갤러리아백화점
Closest subway station: ApgujeongRodeo Station (Yellow Line) Exit 7 (분당선 압구정로데오역 7번출구)
494 Apgujeong –dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul (서울시 강남구 압구정동 494)

Galleria
Department Store
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Shopping Information 1

Myeong-dong 명동
Connecting Station:
2 Euljiro 1(il)-ga Station (Line 2)
4 Myeongdong Station: Exit 6 or 7, approx. 1-min walk (Line 4)

The areas surrounding Myeongdong Theater intersection is a shopper’s paradise,
offering many different shopping experiences ranging from prestige brand
stores to street stalls. In particular, select shops selling new designers’ brands have
recently gained popularity. A number of mega shopping malls, including Lotte
Department Store, Shinsegae Department Store, and Migliore are also located
in the vicinity. Myeong-dong is not only known for shopping and fashion trends,
but also has a variety of places to dine. Visitors can find some of the top gourmet
restaurants in the city, as well as a vast assortment of delectable street food.
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Shopping Information 2

Dongdaemun Fashion Town Special Tourist Zone
동대문 패션타운 관광특구

Connecting Station:
1 ∙ 4 Dongdaemun Station: Exit 7, approx. 5-min walk (Line 1, 4)
2 ∙ 4 ∙ 5 Dongdaemun History & Culture Park Station (Line 2, 4, 5)

The Dongdaemun Fashion Town Special Tourist Zone consists of both wholesale
and retail markets. From Pyeonghwa Market and a variety of shopping complexes to
Dongdaemun Design Plaza (DDP), this is an area with a wide assortment of
shopping spaces. The biggest advantage that visitors can get here is the fashion
boutiques of young and avant-garde high-end fashion designers. Gorgeous
lighting at night and a wealth of cultural events add to the fun of shopping and
for that, it is known as Seoul’s representative attraction for midnight shopping.

Dongdaemun Fashion Town Special Tourist Zone
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Department Stores

Galleria Department Store - Main Branch
갤러리아 백화점 명품관 본점
343 Apgujeong-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul (서울특별시 강남구 압구정로 343)
For more info: +82-2-3449-4114
Homepage: dept.galleria.co.kr

Galleria
Department Store

Hyundai Department Store - Apgujeong Branch (Main store)
현대 백화점 압구정본점
165 Apgujeong-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul (서울특별시 강남구 압구정로 165)
For more info: +82-2-547-2233
Homepage: ehyundai.com

Hyundai
Department Store
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Tour Information 1

Seoul Tower 남산서울타워
Connecting Station:
3 ∙ 4 Chungmuro Station: Exit 2, approx. 15~20-min by bus (Line 3, 4)

Perched on the highest point of Namsan Mountain, N Seoul Tower is the iconic
landmark of Seoul. The second-story roof terrace offers panoramic views of downtown
Seoul. The second floor of the terrace has become famous for its “Locks of Love” and
the place has often been featured as a backdrop in popular hallyu dramas, such as “My
Lovely Sam Soon (2005)” and “My Love from the Star (2013).” By going up the tower to
the 360-degree observatory or the revolving restaurant N Grill, visitors can enjoy an
even more romantic view.

N Seoul Tower

Night view seen from the top of N Seoul Tower
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Tour Information 2

Gyeongbokgung Palace (Taegukgi-gil) 경복궁 (태극기길)
Connecting Station:
3 Gyeongbokgung Station: Exit 5, approx. 3-min walk (Line 3)
5 Gwanghwamun Station (Line 5)

Gyeongbokgung Palace was the first royal palace built by the Joseon Dynasty (13921910). The palace consists of the main hall Geunjeongjeon Hall, Sajeongjeon Hall,
Gangnyeongjeon Hall, Gyeonghoeru Pavilion, and several other annex buildings.
A wide range of events are regularly hosted to offer a glimpse into ancient palace
ceremonies. Besides the daily ‘Opening and Closing of the Royal Palace Gates
and Royal Guard Changing Ceremony’, some of the best ways to enjoy
Gyeongbokgung Palace include the Gyeonghoeru Pavilion Special Exhibition
(reservation required in advance), ‘Walk of the Royal Family’, and the ‘Opening of
Janggo Storage (fermented sauce warehouse),’ which are held on specified dates.

View of Gyeongbokgung Palace
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Gyeonghoeru Pavilion in Gyeongbokgung Palace
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Tour Information 3

Hallyu K-Star Road
한류 K 스타길
3 Apgujeong Station
Exit 1, approx. 19-min walk (Line 3)

Sinsadong Garosu-gil Road
신사동 가로수길
3 Sinsa Station
Exit 8, approx. 5-min walk (Line 3)

It’s located one stop away from Apgujeong
station. Various cuisines along with
shopping complex are lined up in the street.

Itaewon 이태원
3 Itaewon Station/Hangangjin Station
Noksapyeong Station (Line 6)

Travelers can taste cuisines from around
the globe on the World Food Street, dotted
with restaurants, pubs, and clubs.
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Indulge in Beautiful Hanbok!

Hanok Homestay Information Center 한옥체험살이 안내센터
3 Anguk Station: Exit 2. Walk approx. 3min. (Line 3)

Unhyeongung Royal Residence 서울 운현궁
3 Anguk Station: Exit 4. Walk approx. 2min. (Line 3)

Namsangol Hanok Village 남산골 한옥마을
3 ∙ 4 Chungmuro Station: Exit 3 or 4. Walk approx. 1-2min. (Line 3, 4)

Deoksugung Palace’s Daehanmun Gate 덕수궁 대한문
1 ∙ 2 City Hall Station: Exit 2, 12. Walk approx. 2min. (Line 1, 2)

Hanbok Programs !
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Flashcards 1

In Taxi
1. I can’t talk because I had a voice surgery. (제가 성대 수술을 받아서 말을 하면 안 됩니다.)
2. Please take me to Yeson Voice Center. (예송이비인후과로 가주세요.)
Address: 강남구 신사동 638-13 (성수대교 남단 사거리 호산병원 맞은 편/현대주유소 앞)
3. Please ring my friend, Jessie. She will explain how to get there.
(제 친구에게 전화하면 어떻게 가는지 설명해줄 거예요.) T: 02-3444-0559 (office)
4. Thank you so much! (감사합니다!)
5. Can I pay by credit card? (카드 결재 되나요?)
6. Please take me to this address. (이 주소로 데려다 주세요)
Address (in Korean):
7. Please turn the navigation on to find this place.
(네비게이션으로 검색해서 이 장소에 데려다주세요.)

For your shopping & tour
1. Can you recommend any place for shopping here?
(쇼핑가고 싶은데 추천해주실 수 있나요?)

2. Can you write down the address of this place in Korean?
(이곳 주소를 한글로 써주실 수 있나요?)

3. I’ve got lost. Please help me. (길을 잃었어요. 도와주세요.)
4. I’m new here. Can you recommend some activities I can do?
(처음인데 여기서 할 수 있는 것들 추천 부탁드립니다.)

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

How can I get to this place? (여기로 가려면 어떻게 해야 하나요?)
Can you help me get a metro ticket? (지하철 표 끊어야 하는데 도와주세요.)
What’s the name of the closest station? (가까운 지하철 역 이름이 무엇인가요?)
Can you write it down in Korean/in English? (한글과 영어로 써주세요.)
Thank you! (감사합니다!)
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Flashcards 2

At restaurants
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Where are the restaurants here? (가까운 음식점을 알려주세요.)
Is there any coffee shop nearby? (근처에 커피숍이 어디있나요?)
Can you recommend some non-spicy food? (맵지 않은 음식 추천 부탁해요. )
What is this? (이건 뭐에요?)
Is this a popular dish? (이곳에서 인기 있는 메뉴인가요?)
I will take it (그걸로 할게요.)
How much is it? (얼마에요?)
Take-out available? (포장 되나요?)
Water, please! (물 주세요.)
I liked the food! (음식 맛있었어요?)
Do you have a menu for vegans? (채식주의자 전용 메뉴 있나요?)
Can I pay by credit card? (카드로 계산해도 되나요?)
Bill, please. (영수증 주세요.)

At the airport
1. I can’t talk because I had a voice surgery. (목소리 수술 받아서 목소리를 사용하면 안되요.)
2. Please take me to the Incheon International airport. (인천공항으로 가주세요.)
3. Please ring my friend, Jessie. She can help me. (제 친구 Jesie에게 전화하면 통역 해줄거에요.)
M: 010-3013-8767 / T: 02-3444-0559 (office)
4. Can you call a taxi for me? (택시를 불러주세요.)
5. I need a taxi by _______. (이 시간에 택시를 타야해요.)
6. I can show the medical certificate and prescription.
(의료기록부와 처방전을 보여드릴 수 있습니다.

7. Can I pay by credit card? (카드 계산되나요?)
8. Bill, please. (영수증 주세요.)
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Subway Map

✽ You can download this map on your mobile phone searching ‘Seoul metro.’

Line Color
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